Abstract
Introduction
Growing interest in epidemiological studies aims at establishing possible links between an exposure of residential or occupational to power frequency fields and the onset of a number of diseases, including cancer and leukemia have been witnessed in the last few years [1] [2] [3] . Past epidemiologic studies have been criticized for some methodological shortcomings, especially regarding the way such exposure were evaluated [4] [5] [6] . Table 1 : ICNIRP Exposure Limits for Electrical Workers (at 50 Hz) [7] . In the studies of the high voltage power line, researchers have focused more on the magnetic field exposure in the literature. However, outdoor exposure of the electric fields around the power transmission lines can have harmful effects on human health and should be taken into account for the human health. In particular, the electric field exposure for workers of power lines and public living in the vicinity of power lines is critical. Furthermore, these electric field intensity values will generate an important database for studies of the human health researchers.
General Public Occupational

Electrical Field Strength (E)
This study will shed light on the comparison of traditional methods with the method of artificial neural networks to be able to estimate the electric fields on the power lines. For this goal, electric field variations around the typical power lines used in Turkey are investigated. A number of analytic and numerical methods for calculation of electric field around the electric power transmission and distribution lines are implemented. Artificial neural networks have been widely used in recent years at various research applications such as predictions, pattern recognitions, classifications, medical applications, automatic control and signal processing. Many interesting applications have been presented in power systems, such as load forecasting, fault classifications and locations in transmission lines, voltage stability analysis and power systems economics. The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) which is trained by the back propagation algorithm is the most popular artificial neural networks in engineering problems.
Electric Field Calculation and Measurement
In this study, Charge Simulation Method (CSM) was implemented to obtain the electric fields around the high voltage transmission lines [8] . Residential electric fields radiated from typical high voltage power lines settled in Turkey were measured by using CA42 LF field meter, the Chauvin Arnoux. Electric field measurements were taken at 1m height from the ground level and physical characteristic of the 154 kV power lines is denoted in Fig. 1 
Artificial Neural Network Algorithms
The electric fields are determined by the prediction methods and measurements. For the long term prediction of this field, load characteristics of the lines are considered for a year period. In the literature, there are limited number of studies implemented with the electric fields for exposure analysis using Multilayer artificial neural network algorithms. These studies present an alternative approaches. Generally, researchers focused on the magnetic field exposure, but electric and magnetic field components can be induced to the human body with together. Electric field variations around the lines are determined by using Charge Simulation Method (CSM). A computer program is developed to simulate electric field variation around the power transmission lines.
MLPNN is used as one of the most common Neural Network Algorithms. MLPNN may include two or more layers. Input layer has neurons which are equal to the number of selected specific features and output layer determines the desired output classes which decide the number of the neurons in the output layer. The hidden layers which are between input and output layers may be used for optimizing of MLPNN especially for nonlinear systems. It is typical using just one hidden layer with a try and-error based number of neurons. The most common method to find the optimal number of neurons and hidden layers is by try-and-error method [9] . The RBFNN is an alternative method of MLPNN and requires less computation time than the MLPNN as a network training. RBFNN is comprised of one input layer, one kernel (hidden), and one output layer. The input variables are assigned to the nodes within the input layer and connected to the hidden layer without weights. The transfer functions in the hidden nodes are RBF that means symmetrical function centered upon a given mean value in a space. The parameters are optimized during the network training in RBFNN. When the training vectors are measured up to presumed level, linear combinations of RBFs can be found at the training vectors. The method of fitting RBF's to data is closely related to the distance weighted regression, for function approximation. There is also another important Neural Network Algorithm which is the GRNN algorithm. It comprises of four layers; input layer, pattern layer, summation layer and output layer [10] .
Results & Discussion
In this study, three ANN method results are compared for calculating the electric field. These methods are Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks (MLPNN), Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Generalized Radial Basis Neural Networks EEE 142-3 (GRNN). The MLPNN trained by the back propagation algorithm is the most popular method in engineering problems [9, 11] . The training dataset is shown in Table 2 . In order to obtain the Neural Network performance, following steps have been implemented: 1. The normalization of input and output dataset are implemented with the maximum-minimum mapping in the range of -1 and 1. Input values are horizontal and vertical distance values. The output values are inserted as the measured electric field values. The ANN structure has two input and one output values. 2. The database is divided randomly into 60 % train, 15 % validation and 25 % test data. 3. The target values are determined according to the maximum minimum mapping. 4. The MLPNN structure comprises of an input layer including two neurons and three hidden layers. While, first and third layer have two neurons, the second layer has three neurons which have tangent sigmoid transfer function. The output layer has single neuron which has linear transfer function. 5. The structure is determined experimentally and this structure achieves the highest score. 6. The structure is trained using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that determines the optimum trainng results between other back propagation training algorithms used as an experimental comparison. 7. Test accuracy of training & testing simulations is determined according to Mean Squared Error (MSE) scores. 8. The success of this method is compared with the other methods with regard to mse scores.
In the RBF analysis, database is selected as 75% for training and 25% for test. It has an input layer with two neurons, one hidden layer including radial basis functions and one output layer having one neuron. Input data is directly connected to EEE 142-4 the hidden layer without having weighted in contrast to the MLPNN model [12] [13] . The sensitivity of the hidden layer is adjusted by the selection of the spread factor, where a smaller spread factor states more precision. The spread factor is chosen as 0.6 by trial and error method. In the GRNN analysis, database is selected as 75% for train and 25% for test similarly with the RBF structure. It has an input layer with two neurons, one pattern layer including radial basis functions, a summation layer and one output layer having a single neuron. Spread factor which is the only adjustable parameter in GRNN structure is selected as 0.5 experimentally. The spread parameter is the distance of an input vector from the weight vector of a neuron. (1) where, Emeas is measurement value of the electric field, According to the mean square error analysis, and relative errors with respect to the measured values, the best results are acquired by the MLPNN Algorithm. Numerical results are shown in Table 3 & Table 4 . In Fig. 2 ., electric field intensity values at different heights are denoted. These results are obtained using 3 different neural network algorithm methods. To make a comparison and evaluating the accuracy precision, measured values are also denoted in these graphs. While other two methods allow to alter just one parameter, MLPNN method allows to change more parameters which are neuron numbers, layer numbers, activation function types etc.. Therefore, the most accurate result is obtained by the MLPNN algorithm. Fig. 2 . depicts the accuracy of the neural network algorithms, particularly the MLPNN algorithm. Electric Field Intensity values are shown with respect to horizontal and vertical locations (see Fig. 3 ). MLPNN results are depicted in Fig.  3 . As it can be seen from the Fig. 3 ., results are obtained very precisely by using the MLPNN algorithm. Measured, theoretical and predicted neural network algorithm results are obtained in consistency. This shows the success of the neural network algorithms. Finally, results show that the most successful neural network algorithm for predicting the electric field intensity around the power transmission lines is the MLPNN method.
Conclusions
In this study, three ANN methods are compared for the determination of Electric field intensity. The MLPNN method has the best accuracy results relatively. The mean square error (mse) of MLPNN algorithm is obtained as 2.2164x10 -4 . On the other hand, RBFNN algorithm has 0.0068 mse and GRNN has 5.5240x10 -4 mse. Furthermore, maximal absolute errors of neural network methods are 6.17 % for MLPNN, 46.45% for RBFNN and 6.78% for GRNN algorithms with respect to the measurement database. As a result, the RBFNN is not sufficiently good for the determination of the electric field intensity. As it is seen from the numerical analysis, MLPNN algorithm is the best method for calculation of the electric field intensity. The prediction of the electric field intensity can be implemented with very low error by the Neural Network Algorithms, especially MLPNN method by defining the line voltage level and the physical properties of the line.
Results of the study indicate that Neural Network Algorithms particularly MLPNN can be used as a complementary tool with the conventional methods for the prediction of electric field intensity around the power transmission lines for the study of bio-electromagnetic, occupational health and safety, and electromagnetic risk analysis. To keep the general public and occupational exposure under control, electromagnetic analysis of power transmission lines should be implemented daily at the existing and recent power line project designs.
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